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After a storm, photographer Charley Nish captured 
this shot of sunrise over the Cabinet Mountains, ID, 
a central part of the Idaho Panhandle Avalanche 
Center’s northern forecast zone.
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BOOK REVIEW

known that. There is a complexity to it. Sue mas-
tered that,” Murphy observed

It is also much more. As anyone in the book 
business will tell you, if you’re writing memoir, 
you have to give the nitty gritty details. Saving 
someone from an avalanche—that’s great non-fic-
tion, it’s not a memoir. Memoir is personal. 
“After I thought I had submitted a completed 

manuscript, my agent made me go back tell more 
of the story, reflecting back from different peo-
ple’s perspective and the lessons I learned,” Purvis 
explained.

It took four more months of writing before 
Purvis got the right amount of detail. Her hard 
cover published last fall and the paperback comes 
out this fall. Her year was a whirlwind of book 
stores, mountaineering shops, film festivals, and 
speaking at author’s conferences. 

Taking those last few months paid off in emo-
tional connection with her audience. Mostly men 
and a few women stay late, tears in their eyes, to 
talk to her about their own feelings of being one 
of the lost. 

Through the 10 years of writing, and rewriting, 
Purvis continued to teach and still teaches Wil-
derness Medicine and AIARE Avalanche courses 
through her outdoor education company, Crested 
Butte Outdoors. 

She is still, at heart, like everyone in search and 
rescue—just trying to help out in tough situations. 
Even when it comes down to being an author. 

“I’m here to share my story so other people 
won’t get lost or buried in their own metaphori-
cal avalanche. I want to help so that people don’t 
get buried like I did.” Purvis explained. 

Christine Hensleigh is an outdoors writer in 
Northwest Montana. Her online publication 
about the lore and history of Glacier Park and the 
surrounding towns is glaciergazette.com

ting in a tremendous personal void, as devastating 
as any avalanche. 
“My husband left, my dog died, and I thought 

I was going to suffocate. I was so lost…buried so 
deep and unable to move, it was like an avalanche. 
I discovered in the writing process that I was as 
lost as any victim I’d ever found.”

The only way to 
escape, she would 
find, was to write 
herself out of it. After 
a move to Whitefish, 
Montana and a 10-
year commitment to 
learning the art and 
craft of storytelling, 
Purvis emerged with 
a book and a book deal. What started as a story 
of a woman, a dog, and an avalanche turned into 
much more.

But before Purvis and Tasha made it, she had 
to learn about avalanches. She learned that from 
a savvy set of instructors and mentors at AIARE. 
Like all things serendipitous, her introduction 
to AIARE and its educational programs, started 
with a conversation with AIARE’s Tom Murphy 
near an avalanche zone over—what else—dogs. 
Specifically, black Labradors. Tasha was still a 
puppy and Tom had two older labs. He knew 
that getting Labs to do something was a chal-
lenge; he’s had three. 

Her passion for learning about avalanches got 
his notice, his started in Alaska de-
cades before. He took her wilderness 
medicine course and was impressed. 
She attended one of the first AIARE 
courses on avalanches and kept tak-
ing them.

In life, as in books, there are good 
guys and bad guys. And for Purvis, 
those AIARE mentors and back-
country experts who helped were 
the good guys of her world and the 
backbone of all of the avalanche 
knowledge she now shares. A cadre 
of men who gave her the security to 
go with them into the backcountry 
and learn from life’s most seasoned 
instructor: experience. 
“Their attitude was ‘whatever you 

need we are here for you. It was so 
different than the ski world I was in. 
They trusted and believed in me. It 
was the first time someone said ‘we’d 
love to have you,” Purvis noted, ad-
mitting, “They carried me through 
the first few years. I didn’t know any-
thing about avalanches.”

Her non-fiction adventure has all 
the avalanche missions you could 
want, a helpful guide of sorts. 

“I thought dog training was pretty 
simplistic until I read the book. The 
way scent moved. I wouldn’t have 

BY CHRISTINE HENSLEIGH

When Susan Purvis decided to train an ava-
lanche puppy, Tasha, she did it in a big way. First, 
learn all she could about working in avalanche 
terrain. Next, learn puppies and dog training. As a 
first-time dog owner of a black Labrador, this was 
no small feat. Finally, navigate the macho world 
of patrol, search and rescue and ski town politics. 

It was a goal that started in the wake of a trag-
edy during avalanche season—the burial of three 
toddlers and the inability to recover the last body 
with a trained avalanche dog. Purvis was between 
expeditions and looking for something more. 
Back then she was splitting time between hunting 
for gold in the Dominican Republic and skiing in 
Crested Butte, Colo. That story put her in mission 
mode and defined the next two decades of her life, 
fueling a simple desire that anyone active in search 
and rescue can appreciate: saving lives. 

She and Tasha became the first female dog 
team in her avalanche-prone county to certify in 
wilderness, water and avalanche rescue, receiving 
Congressional Recognition for her work in av-
alanche search and rescue. That quest is also the 
subject of her memoir, Go Find: My Journey to 
Find the Lost—And Myself. 

“Six years into our tenure Tasha and I were the 
team to call in central Colorado,” she chuckled. 

“We were the clean-up crew. When search and 
rescue teams couldn’t find the missing, Sheriff ’s 
departments called us.” 

The quest also buried her in the process. In the 
wake of success, Purvis also discovered she was sit-




